
 
 
Visionen leben 

 

 

As an independent and recognized specialist, asphericon is one of the technology leaders in the 

manufacturing of aspheric optics and systems. The production is based on a self-developed and patented 

technology for the control of CNC grinding and polishing machines. Starting with a first optical design, we 

accompany our national and international customers through manufacturing and coating, full-surface 

interferometric measurement and documentation to the assembly of optical systems and their optical 

characterization.  

To strengthen the sales department in Jena we are looking for a full-time or part-time 

Sales Manager (m/f/d) 

You can expect: 

= Sales of customized/standardized optical components and systems with international customer contacts 

= Responsibility for the entire sales process - from customer acquisition to technical and commercial     
     support from quotation to the conclusion of contracts and customer care 

= Evaluation of potential customer contacts in the assigned sales territory 

= Building your sales network and developing sustainable customer relationships 

 

You can offer: 

= Successfully completed technical, scientific or business studies, alternatively technical apprenticeship 

= Professional experience, preferably in the field of optics, photonics, laser processing or measurement 
technology 

= Interest in technical products 

= Communication and presentation skills, also for video conferences 

= Confident and positive appearance as well as a quick perception 

= Willingness to travel and participate in exhibition/congress events (on average 1x per quarter) 

= Good to very good written and spoken German and English skills 

= CRM knowledge is advantageous 

= Driving licence 

 

Our offer: 

= Structured training including sufficient orientation period 

= Flat hierarchies - everyone can actively shape the company 

= Open-ended contract 

= Up to 33 days of vacation depending on length of service 

= Your well-being is important to us: flexible working hours, free drinks, company pension scheme, regular 

team events, further education grant and much more. 

= We will increase your mobility: after a successfully completed trial period you can benefit from a 

company car or company bicycle 

 

Are you interested?  

Then send us your application (max. 8 MB) stating your salary expectations and the reference number 
SP20-03-30000 to:  

asphericon GmbH | Mrs. Susann Kurschel | jobs@asphericon.com  

www.asphericon.com 

mailto:jobs@asphericon.com

